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Cultural travel: enrichment, opportunity and 
change  
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 Two positions 

o [1] Travelling to foreign places as problematic because of the difficulty in un-

derstanding the unfamiliar cultural realities which we find there.  

o [2] Here – wherever you are – is a place with a cosmopolitan potential 

 Social action picture of culture (simplified) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Significant elements: The often ignored centre ground – shared, universal cultural 

abilities, struggle between the two arrows  

 Data: Interviews, reconstructions, observation of behaviour. Two shop assistants, in-

terview with Sara, John narrative 

 Underlying universal cultural processes  

o John making sense of strange cultural practices by relating back to prior ex-

perience, and gaining a deeper understanding of the nature of personal space 

 Personal trajectories  

o Indian Riti acting American, Italian and English characters; John carrying cul-

tural experience back home; undergraduate students with varied personal 

experiences of cultural practices 

 Bottom arrow: innovation and enrichment 

o Shop assistants sustain new behaviour 

o Sara traces innovative, creative management style to her Iranian childhood; 

carries with her the cultural practice of watching and observing  

o John gains enriched understanding of personal space in his home cultural 

domain 

 Top arrow: resistance to innovation and change 
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o What people believe: e.g. ‘In … culture fathers are always consulted’ 

o Underlying universal cultural processes truncated by prejudice 

o Easy answers about the family next door – columns 1-3 in table 

Observation  Prejudice  Easy answer Missed complexity of small culture 

formation  

Children 
address their 
parents by 

given name 
and no title. 

‘They are 
less polite 
than we 

are.’ 

‘They don’t use a 
respectful form of 
address.’  

‘We value polite-

ness; they don’t.’ 

There are a large variety of possible ways 
of showing respect. Within this cultural 
environment using given names is ap-

proved by parents and does carry respect. 

Children are 
expected to 
keep quiet at 

meal times 
unless spo-

ken to. 

‘They are 
more for-
mal than 

we are.’ 

‘They don’t en-
courage open, 
critical discussion.’  

‘We value critical 

discussion; they 
don’t.’ 

In every cultural arrangement there are 
rules of formality. Within this cultural 
environment they are expressed in a par-

ticular ways. There may be other times 
and places where open, critical discus-

sion is encouraged. 

o Established views that there is an uncrossable (really) line. Coloured by global 

position and politics, Self and Other construction; structural-functionalism, 

positivist ‘science’, methodological nationalism, natural tribal wiring, historical 

narratives, the West defining the world, people saying all sorts of things for all 

sorts of reasons 

o Struggle: at an ordinary level the shop assistants must follow the business 

statement of their employer: what is normal and traditional, what sells 

 Education  

o Depends what and how you ask. Undergraduate students rejected the 3rd 

space notion after identifying with John 

o Pushing perceptions further – understanding the deeper complexities in the fi-

nal column of the table 

o Understanding that values are often Self-Other political statements 

 Conclusion – Critical cosmopolitanism 

o To build on the immense cultural experience we bring with us 

o Travelling to foreign places enables us to expand and enrich cultural abilities, 

as we apply them to new and demanding domains 

o Perhaps to innovate, and to contribute to productive cultural change 
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